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Response of United States Postal Service Witness Alexandrovich 
to 

Interrogatories of UPS 

UPS/USPS-T5..12. Please refer to your Workpaper B, W/S 7.0.4.2, Lines 53-54. 

a. Please confirm that the elasticities used in columns 6 through 10 do not 
equal the elasticities presented in Tables 6 and 7 of Postal Service 
witness Baron’s testimony (T-17). 

b. If confirmed, please explain why they do not agree, and explain all 
adjustments made to Baron’s elasticities. Also, please explain why similar 
adjustments were not made to elasticities related to SDR stops. 

C. Please provide the workpapers supporting all adjustments. 

Response to UPS/USPS-T5-12 

a. Confirmed. 

b. They do not agree because the base year workpapers used an earlier 

version of Witness Baron’s elasticities. The elasticities that appear in Mr. 

Baron’s testimony were not available at the time the final base year model 

was run 

C. Not applicable 



Response of United States Postal Service Witness Alexandrovich 
to 

Interrogatories of UPS 

UPS/USPS-T513. In reference to your Workpaper B, worksheet 14.0.1, please 
explain the source of the variability factors for Exceptional Service highway 
transportation, accounts 53122, 53125, 53128, and 53132, and provide any 
studies to support these variabilities. 

Response to UPS/USPS-T513 

These four accounts contain the costs of highway transportation that is incurred 

on an as-needed basis. These costs are considered 100 percent variable with 

volume, as they have been since (at least) Docket R80-1. The underlying 

rationale for the 100 percent variability was developed in the R84-1 testimony of 

USPS witness Robers and accepted by the Commission in that proceeding. The 

Postal Service and the Commission have used the same variability in each rate 

and classification case since then 



Response of United States Postal Service Witness Alexandrovich 
to 

Interrogatories of UPS 

UPS/USPS-T5-14. For BY 1996, please provide revenue estimates and volume 
estimates in terms of pieces, weight, and cubic feet for each category of mail 
subject to dropship discounts, including all OBMC, DMBC, DSCF, and DDU 
classifications for each class and subclass of mail. 

Response to UPS/USPS-T5-14 

Revenue, pieces, and weight data for Standard Mail (A) for GFY 1996 are 

provided in the Billing Determinants (USPS LR-H-145). Cubic feet estimates are 

not available for this time period, but information regarding density is available in 

USPS LR-H-108. 

For Parcel Post, the FY 1996 distributions of DBMC volume, weight, and 

cube by zone and weight increment are provided in USPS LR-H-135. The 

estimated DBMC revenue for FY 1996 is provided at pages 5-6 of workpaper 

USPS-T-37, WP I.D. The estimated FY 1996 volumes of OBMC and DSCF 

Parcel Post are developed in workpaper WP I.F. of USPS-T-37. The estimated 

FY 1996 volume of DDU Parcel Post is provided in the footnote to USPS-T-37, 

workpaper WP I.A., page 23. Aside from using the estimated distributions of 

volume to weight increment for DSCF and DDU as provided at workpapers 

USPS-T-37, WP LA., pages 21-23, there is no estimate of the weight, revenue, 

or cubic feet associated with these categories. 

For Regular Rate Periodicals, information can be found at USPST34, 

workpaper RR-E, page I. Information for WIthin County 



Response of United States Postal Service Witness Alexandrovich 
to 

Interrogatories of UPS 

Response to UPS/USPS-T514 (cont.) 
. 

Periodicals can be found at USPS-T-34, workpaper WC-D, page I. Nonprofit 

Periodicals and Classroom mail can be found at USPS-T-35, workpaper E, page 

1-2. 



Response of United States Postal Service Witness Alexandrovich 
to 

Interrogatories of UPS 

UPS/USPS-T5-15. On page 124.1 of Workpaper A-2, you indicate that the 
distribution key for C/S. 18 Repriced Annual Leave, Holiday Leave Variance and 
CS Retirement Fund Deficit Current (Components 199, 200 and 201) is 
Component 526. Please provide the breakdown of Component 526 used for 
these distributions and indicate by name and number which components 
comprise Component 526. 

Response to UPS/USPS-T515 

Redirected to witness Patelunas, USPS-T-1 5. 



Response of United States Postal Service Witness Alexandrovich 
to 

Interrogatories of UPS 

UPS/USPS-T5-16. On page 6.1 of Workpaper A-4, you indicate that PESSA 
variable costs for C/S 2 Time & Attendance Supervision are developed by taking 
the difference between total distributed variable costs and volume variable costs 
less PESSA costs. You further indicate that total distributed variable costs are 
developed by distributing a total variable cost based on component 527 (all 
salaries excluding C/S 2 T&A and E&LR, and C/S 3 T&A). 

Please explain what PESSA costs represent. 
Please explain the difference(s) between Components 525 and 527. 
Please explain how PESSA costs are treated in the Rollforward model. 

Response to UPS/USPS-T5-16 

Redirected to witness Patelunas, USPS-T-15. 

-. 



Response of United States Postal Service Wetness Alexandrovich 
to 

Interrogatories of UPS 

UPS/USPS-T5-17. With reference to PCR-21 (Intra-Alaska and Intra-Hawaii Air 
Transportation Studies), the source for workpaper 14.0.2, please provide the 
following: 
a. A discussion on the reliability of the studies and specifically the reliability 

of all input data and the resulting distribution keys; 

b. A table of airport codes and airport names; 

C. A description of how flights with more than two legs are accounted for. 

Response to UPS/USPS-T5-17 

This interrogatory has been redirected 



Response of United States Postal Service Witness Alexandrovich 
to 

Interrogatories of UPS 

UPS/USPS-TS-18. With reference to PCR-21, page 4, IV. 8.2. please confirm 
that EXPFRAME.TXT (cited at page 60) contains data on all intra-Alaska Flights 
for APs 5 and 6 of FY 1996 and not just those fights with at least one leg 
originating or destinating at one of the four test facilities. Please explain any 
nonconfirmation. 

Response to UPS/USPS-T5-18 

This interrogatory has been redirected 

-----.. _ ~----- 



Response of United States Postal Service Witness Alexandrovich 
to 

Interrogatories of UPS 

UPS/USPS-T5-19. With reference to PCR-21, pages 115-117, please confirm 
the following: 
a. Subject to the payment frame reorganization described at page 117, a 

record with an empty FAC-B field represents a one-leg flight wherein the 
origination airport is contained in the FAC-A field and the final destination 
is contained in the FINLDEST field. 

b. With reference to (a), the sum of the “WEIGHT” field for all records with 
the same FAC-A and FINLDEST fields represents the total weight of mail 
transported via air transportation between each respective origin- 
destination pair during APs 5 and 6. 

C. With reference to (a), the sum of the “AMOUNT” field for all records with 
the same FAC-A and FINLDEST fields represents the total cost of air 
transportation costs (linehaul and terminal handling) relating to all mail 
transported via air between each respective origin-destination pair during 
APs 5 and 6. 

d. Subject to the payment frame reorganization described at page 117, if the 
LEG-IND variable equals 1, then the MILES variable should be the same 
for each identical origination-destination pair as reflected by the FAC-A 
and FAC-B variables where the FAC-B variable is not blank. Please 
explain any nonconfirmation. 

e. Subject to the payment frame reorganization described at page 117, if the 
LEG-IND variable equals 2, then the miles variable should be the same 
for each identical origination-destination pair as reflected by the FAC-B 
and FINLDEST variables where the FAC-B variable is not blank. Please 
explain any nonconfirmation. 

Response to UPS/USPS-T519 

This interrogatory has been redirected. 



Response of United States Postal Service Witness Alexandrovich 
to 

Interrogatories of UPS 

UPS/USPS-T5-20. With reference lo PCR-21, pp. 62 and 115, please confirm 
the following: 
a. TOTWT represents total pounds of bypass mail transported via air 

transportation in APs 5 and 6 FY 96. 

b. The WEIGHT variable in EXPFRAME.TXT includes all bypass volume (in 
pounds) transported via air in APs 5 and 6 of FY 96. 

C. Please explain any noncorfirmation 

Response to UPS/USPS-T5-20 

This interrogatory has been redirected 



Response of United States Postal Service Witness Alexandrovich 
to 

Interrogatories of UPS 

UPS/USPS-T5-21. Please provide any changes/modifications to the policy on 
Bypass Mail as described in the statement of policy dated April 1988. 

Response to UPS/USPS-T5-21 

Attachment 1 is the latest statement of policy on Bypass Mail, dated February 

1996. It is my understanding that the only changes or modifications since the 

April 1988 policy (other than contacts and phone numbers) is a restriction on the 

mailing of building construction materials. See page 3 
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STATEMENT OF P,OLlCY ON BYPASS MAIL 

February,1996,.. 

This statement of pD!iCy constitutes the controlling document for th& acceptance of mail bypassing a 
.postal facility or.facilities. .Yhe TI3ypas.s Mail Program:‘.,was inltialed for the mutual benefit of-mailers, air 
carrlers;addressees, and the USPostal Service. Bypass Mail is defined as Bulk Parcel Posl, which is so 
prepared as not to require handling in a postal facility. .Bypass shipments will be accepted only in 
Anchorage and-Fairbanks: Nothlng in this stateinent of policy should be con$trued io ?eliev’i thgmmailer 
of the responsibility pf.cpmplying with’all postal’laws and regulations. :To.barticipate in’the Bypass 
Program, a mailer -should .submlt a letter and.:‘Bypass Mall Program Applicalion” to the appropriate 
postal authority listed below. f 

Manager, Processing &Distribution 
US POs’tal Service 

4141 Postmark Drive 
Anchorage, AK 99502-9707 

ATTN: Manager. Air Mail Facility 

Postmaster 
US Posh1 Service 

5400 Mail Trail 
Fairbanks, AK 99709-9998 

ATTN: Bypass Mail Coordinator 

The program has been developed for mutual benefit of the US Postal Scrvire, mailers, air carriers, anti 
addressees. Th- day-today administration of the ‘program Is delegated to either the Anchorage AMT or 
t:~e Fairbanks Post OSicc. I: discrepancies in preparation, appointments, or packaging occur. ihr: 
Anchorage AMF or Fairbanks Post Ol%ce personnel will advise the shipper. Failure to correc: th? 
prDbiem may result in denial of authorization to participate in the program. 

Any questions regarding tne acceptability of mail may be directed to the Anchorage Manager, Air Mzi: 
Facility at (907) 266-3365 DT (907) 266.3324. When making Bypass Mail appointments, call (907) 
266.3260. Questions regarding the program in Fairbanks should be directed to the Fairbanks BypasX 
rf,ail CoordlnaLor (907) 4555472. 

in: questions regardin the Bypass Mail policy or procedures may be directed tc the Anchorag- 
Manager. Transportation Networks at (907) 2663367, or the AirTranSpotition Specialist at 
(907) 266.3275 

PARTICIPATION REQUEST 

The general time frame from receipt of aPpliCatlons for parficipation is approximatily two weeks. The 
following information must be provided in the letter; if provided in the initial request, it can seve Ic 
expedite the approval. 



Bypass Maim Policy 
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_ - .-(lI Local -(Anchorage or Fairbanks) agent/representative -information [Name, Address, 
Telephone Number. etc.) 

(2) Potential ~olumcs and shipmeit destinations (for planning purposes only1 

(3) Facsimile of the label that will be used 10r the mail preparation and labeling lsec 
“Attachment A” for a recommended label design1 

An application fo’rm to request pkticipation~in the.Bypass Program and tosupply necessary mail profile data : 
is attached (“Attachment B”l. 

I’ 

PAYMENT OF POSTPGE 

Postage payment at the sppkable rates must be affixed to each individual mailing piece. The method for 
payment is by the use of me!er postage. IOther methods of payment will be given careful consideration on 
advance request by the mailer). Verification of poStage will be performed auhe time of acceptance; several 
pieces or the entiLe pallet may be reviewed for appropriate payment and accuracy of’postage. (See 
“Anachment C” ior present rates.) 

In orderro psnicipate in the Alaska Bypass Program, all meters must be licensed in AnEhorape If mail is being 
entered al Ihat office, or Fairbanks If mail is entered at the Fairbanks Pffice. 

Questions concerning Ihe lice&kg and refilling of meters in Anchorage may be directed to the Maneger. 
Business Mail EnTry at (907) 266-3277; in Fairbanks. you need to conlactthe Supewisor. Mail Classifications 
at (9071 455.5451. 

This rewiremen? is nocesssry in order 10 ensure poslal revenue is credilcd to the entry office. 

PREPARATION 

Tne Domesriz Mail tf,anuzi indicates specific rcquircments ior mail prepar~lion and packaging, as well 25 
labeling, addressing, and posting of da;e; of mailing. If you have eny quc_sIions regarding the ecccptsbiii? 
or packaging of Bypass Mail. please contac: the Bypass Mail Caordinaror. 

ADDRESSING AND IABELING 

Thz requiremenrs for addressing and labeling of the Bypass Mail i5 to be &onsin~nr with 7ire requiremen;s C: 
rhe Domestic Mail Manual. I? sddi;iox. the mail mu51 be endorsed witi the following endorsement on caz’, 
piece: “BYPASS m”. Any label inrended ior use must be subm.mcd for acceprabiltiy prior10 acceprbnc+ 
in rhe program (see “Anachmcnt A” for example). Just rhe .word “BYPASS’ is not acceptable. 

Ail Bypms Mail must be addressed IO a physical location at tie dcsli&on. Post Office Box is nor acce~tabfc 
85 en eddre+s, as This would indicate ~hst meil would QD io the Post Office. In in*nccs .whcre there are nrr 
_.._^. ---._ -- _L_ -I__.:^__‘^_ _ _:__!:1:^_1 ...GAsepr ..I -nor c -^-- h -,..../..- nw OOCVY- ic >rr-nr>hl~ 
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Bypass Mail Pol.cy 
Page 3 

In nani cases; the mail will be W~wn to the Mainline or ‘Hub” destination on large cargo and jet aircraft. If 
necessary, It will be transferred to an aircraft svbstantlally~smallcr; tiersfore, each piece of mall that is 
destined for B ‘+:h” destination must include the specific weight of the piece of mail on each package, This 
weight indicator will not be necessary for ‘Hub” points. (Refer to.“Attachmemt D” for listings of Hub and Bush 
points.) Bypass shlpmenti will be accepted only for destinations indicated on ‘Attachment p.:’ .“: ~:.: :’ 

L.. ‘. CCEPTABILITY 
. 

Acceptabilit; of articles of mall will be conslstcnt with the Domes?) Mall Manual. In no circumstances may .c 
malter intended for mailing exceed JOB inches Ilength and pirih combined), nor weigh more than $0 pounds. 

No mailing of an accountable nature IInsured, C.O.D.‘s. Ceflified, etc.1 requiring a signature on delivery may 
be entered as Bypass Mail. 

Building con,strucdon materials are restricted from eccaptance as Bypass Mail. This includes lumber, insulation. 
flooring, concrete, cement, or other materials for construction, 

If you are not sure’that ths iwms you want to enter inro the Bypass Mail system falls Into one of the above 
caregories, contact rhe AMF Manager at 13071 266-3365. 

At the present lime, freeze and chill items are being accepted into the Bypass Mail Program. These type irems 
are emered into the mailstream with rhe undersTanding on Ihe part of the bypass shipper that i7 is. “at his/her 
own risk.” The Postal Service does not have freezers or coolers to store~thcse items, nor does the Postal 
Service require air carriers to have freezers or coolers. The air carriers h;Anchorage have offered the use of 
their freezers and coolers for temporary storage until flighttime. Some eir Carrie&at hubs have freezers and 
coolers. Due ho the diverse weather conditions in Alaska, there are times that these items may arrive ar th: 
final destination in a spoiled or~hawed condition. 

IIcms idcnriiied ~5 “hazardous material’ b./ USPS and/or FAC or DOT regulations will noi be mailed as F3ypzss 
Mai!. Such articles. as may b! mailable, must be cmcred through normal postaifacility channels wirh proscr 
documentation. I: is recommended 71% the mailer tonracr rh: FAA or local air carrier for special informatior 
concerning hazardous material. Any hazardous r’nareria! lound in z Bypass Mai! shipmenr will rerulr in TED 
Entire order being refused. 
Eypass Mail Progr3.r.. 

I! a second violation occurs. Ih= shipper may be subjcc? IC remova iron, ;ir 

PALLETIZING AND PACKAGING 

Mailings no1 con;ainerized must be pallctired and secured to 7he pallet by shrinkwrap prior 10 delivery IG oh: 
zir carrier. The overa; dimensions of the palietized load may not exceed 4 X 5 X 6 (width X lenplh X heigk.:: 
For compliance wirii postal saie;y requirements, in no cast mayfhe ovcrsli heigh; exceed 6 f-2:. 

Each piece oi mz;l on the cnllrt will rcquirc Ihe specific postage. weight las appropriate). and labeling. I! 
zeveral pieces of mail are banded togcthcr, il is required thaf o lsbal bc affixed :o.e.ash of the bsnded pi=ceS- 
Ln the even: a banded pttce ir separated from the .labclcd piece. ir ,.-ill .nor hamper delivery nor presen: 
problems in identificalion. All piccs thar arc banded together arc conzidercd asinglc piece and must met; ., - _ 



Bypass Mail Policy 
Page 4 

Shippers should take necessary sleps,¶o have the individual labels turned to the insidc of ihe banded unit so 
lhat the single piece address label is visible. 

-?hc weight ,of each pallet load may be as appropriate to accommodate the height restrictions: however the 
total weight for the entire shipment must be above lhs minlmum acceptable weight of l,OOO.po&d~ per 
addressee. If shipments are less lhan the required weight, it may.be considered unacceptable through the 

:=-Bypass acceptance; entry at the appropriate,postal facility will ba necessary to, ~ffect.~iling. 

NOTIFICATION PROCEOIJRE~ 

The appropriate General Mail Facility (Anchorage or Fairbanks) must receive &c proper notification of the 
availability of mail and desire to schedule an appoinlment. Proper notification must be made tha day prior to 
the Inicnded day of delivery. The calls ior appointments will bc accepted between the hours of 8:OO a.m. and 
330 p..rn.. ,Monday through Friday. The Transportation persdnnsl will advise the mailer regarding which sir 
carrier the mailing shduld be delivered to and appointed time of delivery. Considerations regarding morning 
or afternoon “appointmenls” will be Incorporated to the extent possible: howevcr,.de,mand on ‘the preferred 
lime may not alloG wxommodalions for all requests. 

NOTE: Any shipment exceeding 50,000 pounds will require a 7.d;y adv~pienolice by the 
shipper prior ID the date of appointment. ‘i 

When making the appointments, please have the following information a~ail~ble,tq en:sure expediting the 
procedures: :.;.l/ 

1. Destination (community name; i.e., Bethel. King Salmon. c~c.! 

2. Estimate of the tot:1 weight land number of pallets. if pos+.iblt) 

3. Addressee 1s;orelbusinez.s name) 

L Iderrtiiy contents ot mailing. i.e., groceries. dog ODD?, etc 

When providing the etiimared weight ID Anchorage or Fairbanks. ir is necessary ~ha; rhe estimate be wi;i.ir. 
10% of rhe actual weigh;. Accurate esrimares are required in order to cquitably~cnder mail TO air carriers z?,L: 
evoid impam in mail service. 

The appointment lime is designed TO facililare the acceptance of the enri& &eilzg. CThc program does 32: 
easily accommodax multiple shipmenrr under one appointment: thereforei it is rcqucs1ed thar mul:ipl.: 
appoinlments be made 70 accommodate large volumes rhat cannot be sasily made evailablc for accepta-=r 
a~ the appoinied time. Ii rhe shipper ca,na~ make the appointments bcpausc vnurua! circumslanccs (rruc!- 
breakdown. severe wealhcr problems, strike. erc.) arise, i; is nccersary to advisr 15e Anchorage o: Fairbaxl-‘. 
ofilce 70 minimize the impact on postal and .air carrier scheduling. 
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ii;i.- 7.75 y-c I- 
II is the responsibility of the air carrier al the shipment’s final dtstinatl& tb:delivLritie shipment to ihe 
addressee, thereby bypassing the postal facility. Arrangements must be made b$ihe iircerrrer or their agent- 

‘10 pick up the bypass-shipment at the airporl or runway and transpo&t~$~@~to the addressee. 
Addressee cannpt be required to pick up their shipment at the runway or$$i<~&ilifj;.~;~C ‘. 

The air carriers or their agents are responsible for delivering BypasdMail.&ipments ID the addrcssec during 
Their normal business hours (E:OO am. to 6:OD p.m.). The air canicrs’ facilitic.s.&uld.nbt bc u’sed IO sfore 

,,,4+:* 
or warehouse Bypass Mail, unless the mail arrives at limes other than wh$t ls..sRrcrf$,above. If a Bypass 
order arrives on an evening flight, thst mail is to be dclivarcd bctwccn~O0 &$&-id 32:00 noon the next 
morning. .,..*, _I +./ye w: -i 

;y,.i j;:; ;~ ‘- ‘. : 
5 ,.: z a.i q i.- -’ L . 

The eddres,see will be responsible IO assure that Bypass Mail hhlpmcnts can:b& del.wcred to their place of 
business duiing the air carriers’ normal business hours: Any specific arrang.e&nts for,delivery 6hDuld be 
between rhe addressee and the airline or agent. 

I,,~ ct.?+ c,i-- 
::,..i; i::.~. ;‘ :_ .L i. I) . I 

If an air carrier or their agent etlempts delivery 
of business is closed. it will be the responsibility of the 
facility before the end of that business day. The the Post Office for 
pickup. 

Failure 10 adhere to these guidelines may result in the Postal Service’s 
the addressee. 



Response of United States Postal Service Witness Alexandrovich 
t0 

Interrogatories of UPS 

UPS/USPS-T522. With respect to Bypass Mail, please confirm the following: 
a. 

b. 

C. 

d. 

e. 

f. 

It is the responsibility of the air carrier at the shipment’s final destination to 
deliver the shipment to the addressee. 

Addressee cannot be required to pick up its own shipment at the runway 
or postal facility. 

The costs associated with the services described in (a) are captured in 
terminal handling costs. 

The costs associated with the services described in (a) are not air 
transportation costs, but in fact, surface transportation costs. 

The services described in (a) would still be required even assuming in a 
hypothetical world a surface transportation network replaced the Air 
transportation network. 

The costs of delivering bypass shipments to the addressee in the 
hypothetical world referred to in (e) would not be significantly different 
than those actually incurred by the air carrier or its agent. 

Please explain any nonconfirmation of the above. In addition, please describe 
how the air carrier or its agent physically delivers the shipment to the addressee 

Response to UPS/USPS-T522 

a. 

b. 

C. 

d. 

Confirmed. 

Confirmed. 

Confirmed. 

Not confirmed. These costs are considered terminal handling costs. A 

primary rationale of the Bypass Mail program is to avoid the transfer of 

this mail through small postal facilities in the Alaska bush. In delivering 

the mail directly to the addressee, the air carrier is performing a service 

not unlike that performed by air carriers in the rest of the country. The 



Response of United States Postal Service Witness Alexandrovich 
to 

Interrogatories of UPS 

terminal handling costs for all air carriers includes transporting the mail on 

the ground for tender. However, in the case of Bypass Mail, this tender is 

made directly to the addressee rather than the Postal Service. 

e. Not confirmed. Bypass mail would not exist if there were a surface 

transportation network in Alaska. Even today, there is no Bypass mail in 

those markets in which adequate surface transportation exists. For 

example, Bypass mail is not available between Anchorage and Fairbanks, 

and Anchorage and the Kenai peninsula (the towns of Kenai, Homer, 

Seward, and Soldotna) since the presence of highway transportation 

makes this service unnecessary. Also, the existence of a good surface 

water network eliminates the availability of Bypass mail to much of the 

southeastern peninsula. 

f. Not confirmed. Bypass Mail would not exist if there were an adequate 

surface transportation network in Alaska, as indicated in (e) above. 

In response to how the air carrier or agent physically delivers the shipment to the 

addressee, it is my understanding that a variety of vehicles are used, including 

trucks, boats, sleds, trailers, and snow machines. 



Response of United States Postal Service Witness Alexandrovich 
to 

Interrogatories of UPS 

UPS/USPS-T5-23. With respect to Alaska Air transportation costs, please 
describe how mail is handled from the Air Mail Facility or Air Mail Center to the 
processing facility. Please also identify in which accounts those costs are 
captured. 

Response to UPS/USPS-T5-23 

In Anchorage, mail is tendered by the air carriers to the Air Mail Facility, which is 

co-located with the processing and distribution center. The air carriers accept 

the tender of outbound mail at the same location. In Fairbanks, the air carriers 

tender inbound mail and accept outbound mail at the processing and distribution 

facility. These costs are treated as terminal handling costs and are accrued in 

account numbers 53566 and 53568. 



Response of United States Postal Service Witness Alexandrovich 
t0 

Interrogatories of UPS 

UPS/USPS-T5-24. With respect to Alaska Air transportation costs, please 
describe what services are captured in terminal handling. How are these 
services different from those defined as terminal handling in the lower 48 states? 

Response to UPS/USPS-T5-24 

It is my understanding that the services included in terminal handling costs for 

non-Bypass Mail are essentially the same in Alaska as in the lower 48 states 

These services include: accepting the tender of mail from the Postal Service; 

sorting and containerizing the mail to the appropriate flight: loading the mail onto 

the airplane at origin; unloading the mail at destination, and; tendering the mail to 

the Postal Service at the specified destination facility. With respect to Bypass 

Mail, the only differences are that the air carrier accepts the tender of mail 

directly from the mailer, and, at destination, tenders the mail directly to the 

addressee. 



Response of United States Postal Service Witness Alexandrovich 
to 

Interrogatories of UPS 

UPS/USPS-T5-25. Please refer to Workpaper B-14, WS 14.0.6. Please confirm 
the following: 

a. The top half of page 1 represents north-bound shipments and the lower 
half of page 1 represents south-bound shipments. 

b. The relative costs of north-and south-bound shipments approximate the 
relative volumes of mail moving north-bound and south-bound. 

Response to UPS/USPS-T5-25 

Not confirmed. In southeast Alaska, Lynden operates a barge and ferry 

service which goes both north and south. Also, the drayage service 

provided by Montague moves between the Seattle BMC and the port for 

both inbound and outbound shipments. 

Confirmed to the extent that costs in general reflect volumes. 



Response of United States Postal Service Witness Alexandrovich 
to 

Interrogatories of UPS 

UPS/USPS-TS-26. With respect to Alaska non-preferential air transportation 
costs, assuming a surface transportation network existed sufficient to replace the 
nonpreferential air movements, please provide the following: 

a. 

b. 

C. 

d. 

e. 

f. 

cl. 

Identify, on average, how many days per week nonpreferential mail 
volumes would be moved on purchased highway contracts. 

Confirmation that purchased highway transportation would be based on 
round-trip contracts. 

The average and maximum number of miles a driver would be allowed to 
work in a 24-hour period. How would this differ from experience in the 
lower 48 states? 

The average and maximum number of hours a driver would be allowed to 
work in a 24-hour period. How would that differ from experience in the 
lower 48 states? 

Any guidelines, rules of thumb, or practices in estimating the appropriate 
amount of capacity necessary to meet the necessary mail volumes for a 
given route in the lower 48 states (e.g., that capacity should be x% higher 
than the peak volume on a particular segment). 

Confirmation that purchased highway transportation costs in Alaska would 
be higher than in the lower 48 states on a cost-per-mile basis because of 
higher prices and living costs in Alaska. 

The relationship between the great circle distance and actual surface 
distance between origin-destination pairs in the lower 48 states. 

Response to UPS/USPS-T5-26 

a. It is impossible to provide a meaningful answer to this question. 

Assuming that a surface transportation network could be built in Alaska, 

such a development would eliminate the need for the Bypass Mail 

program. A likely result would be that competing distribution networks 

would arise, and more cost-effective means of shipping groceries and 



Response of United States Postal Service Witness Alexandrovich 
to 

Interrogatories of UPS 

Response to UPS/USPS-T5-26 (cont.) 

other essential items which make up the bulk of Bypass Mail would 

b. 

C. 

become available. The uncertainty about the volume of nonpreferential 

mail that would remain in such a scenario defies any attempt to estimate 

the frequency of any assumed highway contracts. 

Cannot confirm. 

I am unable to answer this question without more information. For 

example, what is the speed limit for trucks on these assumed highways? 

d. 

e. 

f. 

I assume that drivers in Alaska would be held to the same DOT 

regulations that govern the amount of time a driver can work in a 24-hour 

period in the lower 48 states. 

I assume that the methods to estimate capacity needs in Alaska would be 

similar to those employed in the lower 48 states. 

Cannot confirm. It is impossible to estimate the effect that a surface 

transportation network in Alaska would have on prices and living costs 

there. 

Without considerably more information about this hypothetical highway 

system, I cannot speculate on the relationship between great circle 

distance and actual surface distance between origin-destination pairs in 

Alaska as compared to those in the lower 48 states. 



DECLARATION 

I, Joe Alexandrovich, declare under penalty of perjury that the foregoing 

answers are true and correct, to the best of my knowledge, information, and belief 

Dated: /i//,/9 7 
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